Non-invasive navigated assessment of the lower limb axis prior to total knee arthroplasty. Comparison with conventional navigated assessment.
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Abstract

The non-invasive navigation system may help the surgeon to assess the lower limb axis at least as accurately as with the conventional radiographic techniques without exposure. But validation of this system used was only performed experimentally, and the present study is the first step of clinical validation.

1 Introduction

Assessment of the lower limb axis is a routine procedure for several orthopedic procedures used to address knee osteoarthritis. There is unfortunately no accepted gold standard for this measurement. Assessment on long leg X-rays is recommended in clinical practice (Holme 2015), but it involves several biases, especially because of the inconsistent flexion and rotational positioning of the leg when X-rays are taken (Khare 2016). Navigated techniques are considered to be accurate and precise (Jenny 2004, Chauhan 2004), but most of the systems used involve direct fixation of arrays to the bone, making this technique invasive and dedicated to operating room only.

A non-invasive navigated (NIN) technique has been developed to assess the lower limb axis, replacing the conventional invasive array fixation by a non-invasive one (Clarke 2012). The goal of the device is to allow measuring the lower limb axis in a standing position with full weight bearing without radiation exposure with an easy and fast process. The purpose of the current study was to assess the accuracy and precision of this technique by comparison to the conventional, invasive navigated (IN) measurement technique. The tested hypothesis was that NIN measure of the lower limb axes will significantly differ from IN measure when performed on a supine patient under general anesthesia just before total knee Arthroplasty (TKA). The secondary goal was to assess the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility of the NIN system.
2 Material and methods

All patients scheduled for a TKA from May 2015 to June 2015 were eligible for the study. Inclusion criteria were: an end-stage knee osteoarthritis scheduled for primary unilateral or bilateral TKA, intra-operative assistance of the navigation system routinely used at the institution during TKA, availability of the non-invasive navigated system, availability of the resident performing the study. Exclusion criteria were: a previous surgery on the same knee (excepting knee arthroscopy), a revision TKA. NIN and IN measures were performed sequentially on a supine patient after general anesthesia. Following data were recorded: coronal mechanical femoro-tibial angle at maximal extension angle without stress and coronal mechanical femoro-tibial angle at 30° of knee flexion without stress.

Comparison between NIN and IN measures was performed with a paired Wilcoxon test. The mean paired difference was calculated; the difference was considered as an outlier if it was > ±3 degrees, and the equivalence test was performed. Correlation between NIN and IN measures was assessed by calculation of the Spearman correlation test. Agreement between NIN and IN measures was assessed by the graphic Bland-Altman method with definition of the systematic bias and subsequent correction of the paired differences. Repeatability was assessed by calculation of the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and its 95% confidence interval (CI). P < 0.05 was considered significant.

3 Results

There was a significant difference between NIN and IN measures at maximal extension (p = 0.01) and at 30° of flexion (p = 0.02). There was a good correlation between NIN and IN measures at maximal extension (rho = 0.80, p < 0.05) and a weak correlation between NIN and IN measures at 30° of flexion (rho = 0.43, p < 0.05). There was a good agreement between NIN and IN measures at maximal extension (rho = 0.13, p = 0.43) with a systematic bias of +1.6 degrees. There was a good agreement between NIN and IN measures at 30° of flexion (rho = 0.10, p = 0.56) with a systematic bias of +3.1 degrees. There was an excellent repeatability between NIN and IN measures at maximal extension (ICC = 0.88, CI 0.71-0.95), and a poor repeatability between NIN and IN measures at 30° of flexion (ICC = 0.52, CI 0.11-0.78). After correction of the systematic bias, the differences were not significant and only 5 differences at maximal extension (25%) and 11 measures at 30° of flexion (55%) were considered as outliers.

For the first observer, there was an excellent repeatability between the two measures at maximal extension (ICC = 0.70, CI 0.29-0.89), and a poor repeatability between the two measures at 30° of flexion (ICC = 0.49, CI 0.00-0.80). For the second observer, there was a good repeatability between the two measures at maximal extension (ICC = 0.73, CI 0.34-0.90), and a good repeatability between the two measures at 30° of flexion (ICC = 0.66, CI 0.23-0.88). Inter-observer repeatability was excellent for measures at maximal extension (ICC = 0.84, CI 0.58-0.95), and poor for measures at 30° of flexion (ICC = 0.55, CI 0.05-0.83).

4 Discussion

The main conclusion of the accuracy study was that the null hypothesis was rejected. NIN measures differed significantly from IN measures for all three items analyzed. These differences may occur because of skin motion artifact. The non rigid fixation of the NIN trackers on the skin instead of being secured to the bone may induce uncontrolled displacement of the marker with respect to the bone itself (Benoit 2015, Sangeux 2006). Russell (Russell 2014) observed a variation of 3° between
NIN and IN measures of the coronal mechanical femoro-tibial axis with the same hardware and softwares, which is consistent with the present results. Another confounding factor may be the difference between the two algorithms for NIN or IN calculation.

Despite these limitations, the present study may induce some relevant improvements in the clinical practice. There is a definite need for accurate and precise measures of leg alignment for arthritic patients, especially when a TKA is considered. The appropriate type of implant and the need for ligamentous releases may be detected prior to surgery when analyzing deformities. NIN systems may help the surgeon to address these points at least as accurately as with the conventional radiographic techniques without exposure. But validation of the NIN system used was only performed experimentally, and the present study is the first step of clinical validation.
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